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Welcome to the June edition of Month In Review

At present, the subject gaining most notice
is interest rates. While there are plenty of
articles already devoted to the subject, I think a
discussion around potential outcomes from rising
interest rates is warranted.
In May, the RBA increased the cash rate to 0.35
per cent, which was a 0.25 per cent basis point
rise and the first increase since November 2010.
At its June meeting the RBA again increased the
base rate – this time by 0.5 per cent to reach a
new figure of 0.85 per cent.
While rate rises were telegraphed by the RBA,
households already struggling with rising
inflation, cost of living challenges and lagging
wage growth are concerned about what’s to
come.
Let’s dig a little deeper on how rate rises will
manifest and move markets beyond the emotional
drivers of fear or confidence.
The current rate setting should be entirely
manageable by most households with 2.5 to 3.0
per cent rate buffers already factored in during
the loan approval process. Add in the reported
uptick in household savings since early 2020,

Let’s dig a little deeper on how rate rises will manifest and move
markets beyond the emotional drivers of fear or confidence.
plus those who paid down extra on their loans in
recent years, and most families will
have adequate financial cushioning
to assist in the short term.
The larger concern is around future
rate rises – specifically, we want to
know how long, how often and how
high.
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Australia’s property markets are far more
complex than most realise, although prices can be
directed in the short term by either confidence or
fear. As such, single issues play out prominently
if they’re garnering attention across media and
other outlets.

Indications are we’ll see more rises
this year with many expecting
the RBA to remain aggressive in
response to strong inflation. Another
0.5 per cent rate rise would see a
$133 per month repayment increase
for the average variable-loan
borrower with a $500,000 debt.
Given the average annual income in
Australia is around $77,000, that is a
sizable hit to the monthly take home
pay of many.
So, I’m convinced interest rate
increases will hit different sectors
in different ways, but the general
fallout will be less dramatic
than has been posited by some
commentators.
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There’s one thing uncertainty in the current market makes clear
– anyone formulating important property decisions without
professional assistance is at real financial risk.

On the flipside younger borrowers are faced with
a dilemma. While real estate prices are softening,
they’ll also need to deal with losing a larger chunk
of their relatively low income to loan repayments.
If they are planning to buy, they’re also facing
more rigorous loan servicing calculations.
That said, there are strategies available to most.
For example, don’t be surprised to see an increase
in the number of aspirant property buyers
deciding to live in the family home a little longer
while they build their careers, and first property
deposits.
In the commercial space interest rate increases
play directly to the bottom line. There is rising
activity in the office leasing space (at least for
Prime and A-Grade floor areas), while industrial
remains a hotly contested market among buyers
and tenants. Some owners in both these sectors
should be able to absorb and/or pass on rising
costs to tenants when negotiating leases. In retail,
the landscape remains more challenging.

valuable addition to your team.
The June edition of Month In Review sees our
experts deliver a range of information about all
major market sectors.
Herron Todd White’s residential valuers around
the country report on local-level market
conditions as we reach the year’s halfway point.
In the office property section, discussion is
around new construction and refurbishment
options, and how they’re affecting local markets
overall.
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For example, mature property owners with
lending in place will, in general, have more than
enough buffer to ride out the rises.
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Finally, our rural specialists deliver a masterclass
in monitoring their sectors for signs of peaking
prices.
Please enjoy our June issue of Month In Review.
Gary Brinkworth
CEO

There’s one thing uncertainty in the current
market makes clear – anyone formulating
important property decisions without professional
assistance is at real financial risk. You need an
expert’s guiding hand. Preferably one who’s
watching these fast-changing markets daily, but
can also assist you with long-term plans.
That’s why Herron Todd White advisors are such a
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Half time. What’s the score?
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Many people are feeling a touch queasy at the moment.

A lot of property owners were sitting pretty earlier
this year. Real estate prices were up, interest rates
down, there were plenty of buyers plus there the
pandemic felt less significant.
But then it all caught up in short shrift.
International security tensions have driven up
energy prices. Existing supply line delays and
manufacturing standstills were magnified.
Australia’s annual CPI inflation reached 5.1 per
cent in the March quarter with the rising cost of
living putting a dampener on our normally sunny
dispositions. Building cost blowouts have continued
as well. It saw the RBA increase the cash rate in
May by 0.25 per cent, then again by 0.5 per cent
earlier this month with every indication there’s
more to come.
That said, Australia continues to see some rays of
sunshine. For example, we are reopening to the
world. That means more visitors and new Aussies

to bolster the economy, fill job vacancies and boost
our international stature.
But the upshot is obvious – there are mixed drivers
pushing local markets in varying directions.
Depending what property you own and where it is,
the outcomes could be vastly different.
This is the exact environment when independent,
expert guidance is essential… (cue a Herron Todd
White heroic theme song…Face-Grin)
To assist, we’ve asked our residential teams
from coast to coast to deliver their half-time
assessments of markets across the nation.
Kicked off by executive director Drew Hendrey, his
national address is full of astute observations.
Then, our local teams have dived in with gusto
covering a wide range of population centres. In
addition, many of our valuers have added an outlook
on what’s to come over the remainder of 2022 – a
brave endeavour when events are moving so quickly.
For our commercial property readers, this month
sees a focus on the office sector. It’s an investment
type that’s undergone extraordinary change over
the past two years. The great population shift away
from traditional commercial centres has meant any

successful landlord needed to adapt quickly.
Herron Todd White associate director Edward
Cox sets out his national view of office markets.
Our locational specialists then describe how they
see their new-build and refurb office sectors
performing both now and in the coming months.
Our final cohort is the formidable rural team.
They’ve provided wisdom on the various sectors
that fall under the wide descriptor that is ‘rural
property’. In addition, these specialists have
identified which measurable metrics will indicate
their market is hitting its peak. If you want to
remain prescient on rural property price direction,
this is the crew for you.
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The one-two punches are coming thick ‘n fast as we
move through the first half of 2022. Many people
are feeling a touch queasy at the moment. The onetwo punches are coming thick ‘n fast as we move
through the first half of 2022.

There it is folks, another unique document filled
with incredible info delivered straight to your
inbox. Of course, if you have specific queries which
require an expert focus, look no further than the
Herron Todd White team. A call or email will put
you in touch
with the ideal
professional
to tackle your
real estate
challenges.

But the upshot is obvious – there are mixed drivers pushing local
markets in varying directions. Depending what property you own
and where it is, the outcomes could be vastly different.
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National Office Overview

While the new normal for markets may look
different depending on the extent of lockdowns
and any subsequent recovery in each locality,
there has been a general sense of increased
optimism pervading office markets nationally

Edward Cox
Associate
Director

up until now. This has been fuelled by a push for
employees to return to work, if not to a five-day
working week, then at least to a three-in-five-day
working week. This will be an important metric to
monitor further into 2022 and beyond. Put simply,
successful office property investment will hinge
on the ability of businesses to attract workers
back to the central workplace.
We are now however entering unfamiliar territory,
as the recent interest rate rises and forecast for
further rate rises are starting to ease some buyer
expectations as the cost of funds increases. At this
stage it is not a full-on halt to activity, but more
likely a deceleration. As at early June, enquiry
levels are reportedly down between five and ten per
cent from pre-interest rate rise levels, depending
on the property type and specific locality.
More than ever, asset values are reflecting the
strength of their leasing profile, as leasing risk
is becoming more of a consideration for buyers.
If a property has existing or looming significant
vacancies or requires substantial capital
expenditure, values are reflecting a sizeable and
widening discount.
Another key market feature is the necessity of
substantial refurbishment expenditure in order
to both attract and retain tenants. The high

levels of competition for quality tenants for
new A grade buildings and the need to attract
workers out of their homes are necessitating
greater levels of tenant-friendly features
including funky fitouts, high quality lobbies, endof-trip facilities and appealing common spaces.
Tenants are demanding quality office space and
a flight to quality is a very real trend. Workplaces
must create a workplace experience and older
buildings need substantial upgrades if they are
to achieve this.
In addition, companies are eager to find new talent.
With a national unemployment rate of 3.9 per cent,
there is huge competition among employers to
attract and retain staff, particularly in specialist
fields. Having prime office space as part of the
package is a key drawcard and the power currently
resides with workers.
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National office markets have bounced back more
quickly than many expected in response to the
pandemic. This has been evidenced by continued
yield compression across many regions over the
past 12 months, largely on account of the low
interest rate environment.
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For new developments, there are also now
significant challenges. The COVID crisis has placed
increased levels of focus for major employers
on what their accommodation needs will be and
this has not fully worked through the leasing
markets. With the significant time from a project’s
conception to its completion, there is still a
heightened level of risk in making a major new
leasing pre-commitment.

Put simply, successful office property investment will hinge
on the ability of businesses to attract workers back to the
central workplace.
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As a consequence, the feasibility of many projects has collapsed and
financiers are rightly extremely concerned about funding projects without
understanding the financial strength and exposure of the builder.

We are also now in a period of significant
construction cost risk. Increasing material costs
and labour shortages are placing high levels of
stress on builders and a number have collapsed.
As a consequence, the feasibility of many projects
has collapsed and financiers are rightly extremely
concerned about funding projects without
understanding the financial strength and exposure
of the builder. These concerns are likely to place a
constraint on the commencement of new projects
until there is a greater degree of certainty.

an ongoing move to prime and A grade quality
buildings and this will continue to fuel new
development as need requires, however the
looming problem in these markets is the growing
level of lower A and B grade accommodation that
needs to be backfilled. Competition in such markets
will increase and incentives are unlikely to fall in the
short to medium term.
For suburban markets, whilst there is an abundance
of development sites, new development is
entirely dependent upon need, with virtually no
development outside of major pre-commitments.
Speculative development is rare.
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On the development side, investment in major
new CBD and fringe office buildings is now
primarily being undertaken by larger institutional
investors and REITs, with very little private
company development. The need to obtain a
return on capital for such groups has seen the
commencement of major projects with historically
low levels of leasing pre-commitment. For
example, a Brisbane project at 360 Queen Street
being undertaken by Charter Hall has recently
commenced construction based on a reported 34
per cent pre-commitment of the lettable space.
This level of pre-commitment is low in comparison
to historic levels and would not be sufficient for
smaller projects that would depend on significant
levels of project financing.
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In summary, the new economic backdrop of
rising interest rates and inflation is likely to have
a significant effect on office markets generally
and there is now a greater level of uncertainty
than there has been for some time. Accordingly,
caution and careful analysis are critical in all
property decisions.

Most capital city markets are more than
adequately supplied at the present time. The
COVID crisis created far more uncertainty in the
markets generally and the new environment
of rising interest rates is likely to cause further
introspection. This notwithstanding, there is
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National Property Clock: Office
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Entries coloured purple indicate positional change from last month.

Dubbo
South East NSW

Adelaide
Ballarat
Coffs Harbour

Bundaberg
C’berra/ Q’beyan
Central Coast
Emerald
Gladstone
Illawarra

Hervey Bay
Rockhampton
Townsville

Mackay
Melbourne
Mildura
Newcastle
Perth

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Approaching
Peak of Market

Starting to
Decline

DECLINING
MARKET

RISING
MARKET

Start of
Recovery

Approaching
Bottom of Market

Geelong
Mid North Coast
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Ballina/Byron Bay
Gold Coast
Lismore
Sunshine Coast

PEAK OF
MARKET

Echuca
Sydney

South West WA
Toowoomba

BOTTOM OF
MARKET

Alice Springs
Brisbane
Cairns
Darwin

Hobart
Ipswich
Launceston
Wide Bay

This report is not intended to be comprehensive or render advice and neither
Herron Todd White nor any persons involved in the preparation of this report
accept any form of liability for its contents.
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New South Wales - Office 2022
The office market in Sydney remains somewhat
subdued but signs of life are emerging. It is positive
to see strong numbers of workers returning to
offices. The Sydney CBD seems to be on the verge
of thriving once again, even if it is slightly more
concentrated from Tuesday to Thursday.
That said, there is still low demand and high
vacancy which is making market participants
cautious. We have seen little new construction
except in the institutional grade space most of
which was committed pre-COVID-19. Interestingly
we are currently seeing the first new strata office
suites added to the CBD market in over a decade,
with the conversion of 49 serviced apartments to
42 new office suites ranging from 36 to 113 square
metres, offering high quality office accommodation
in Merchant, located on Hosking Street. These
suites are being marketed by Noonan Property and
Knight Frank.

are also aesthetically pleasing and thus attractive
to staff. Whilst this is a common requirement of
tenants, quickly escalating construction costs are
likely to slow demand from landlords and cause
delays for tenants wanting to upgrade fit outs.
With high vacancy rates and high incentives, return
on investment is low. We are seeing low yields and
not a lot of capital growth with the market hesitant
about the future and interest rate rises.
On a positive note, the Sydney office market
will bounce back. The strong investment in
infrastructure will mean we are well placed in the
future as a global business centre. It will take time
to recover from the events of the past three years
but the future prospects remain better than ever.
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Sydney
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Angeline Mann
Commercial Director

There have been some refurbishments taking
place as landlords look to capitalise on the quieter
times brought about by COVID-19. This demand
has also been driven by the changing demands of
tenants, who as a result of COVID-19 and changes
to working arrangements have changed their main
requirements. Demand is now centred around well
located, safe and collaborative workspaces that

On a positive note, the Sydney office market will bounce back.
The strong investment in infrastructure will mean we are well
placed in the future as a global business centre.
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Victoria - Office 2022
The repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic are
being acutely felt within the Melbourne CBD office
market and are best illustrated by the escalation
of the office vacancy rate. According to the
Property Council of Australia’s (PCA) Office Market
Report, Melbourne’s CBD office overall vacancy
rate increased from 10.4 per cent to 11.9 per cent
over the six months to 1 January 2022. Leasing
conditions appear to be improving however as
leasing enquiry and positive net absorption have
returned in Quarter 1, 2022. We expect this will
correlate to an improved vacancy rate at some
stage in 2022.
The increase in vacancy rates should not be a
standalone indication for the state of the office
market, as consideration should be given to the
constant supply of new office stock entering the
market. Companies have been using the pandemic
to plan for their future office needs with many
building owners also taking the opportunity to
undertake significant ground floor and end-of-trip
refurbishments to retain tenants. Online reports
suggest that up to 40 per cent of 2021/22 leasing
transactions involved businesses relocating from
outdated office stock into higher quality assets.
Melbourne’s extensive lockdowns have been a key
barrier in the lagging recovery of the office sector

within Victoria. Despite Victoria being slightly
slower than New South Wales to recover, it has been
reported that there has been a significant uptake
in leasing enquiry. In particular, Quarter 4, 2021
recorded the highest ever leasing enquiry (more
than 700,000 square metres) for a fourth quarter.

Despite these risks, we still expect to see continued
demand for high quality assets in good locations
with strong lease covenants. Assets in secondary
locations with short term leasing risk will continue
to perform poorly unless they have a viable
alternative use option.

Within the Melbourne CBD, incentives hover
around 35 per cent net, however as leasing enquiry
strengthens, we expect to see a gradual winding
back of these incentive levels and in time, a return
to face rental growth.

Jason Stevens
Director
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In the capital markets, the Reserve Bank of
Australia lifted interest rates by 25 basis points
on 3 May 2022, which was the first interest rate
rise since 2010. The impact on the office market
of this rate rise, the federal election result and any
subsequent rate rises in the coming months is yet
to be determined, however this could prove to be
somewhat of a handbrake to the market as buyers
may show greater caution during this period of
uncertainty. Furthermore, with geopolitical factors
and inflation rising to its highest since 2000, the
convergence of all of these risks could lead to a
reduction in buyer demand and thus value levels
due to the potential erosion in debt serviceability.
Counter-intuitively, it is possible that building
owners may seek to increase face rents and lower
incentives to mitigate losses.

Within the Melbourne CBD, incentives hover around 35 per cent net, however as leasing enquiry
strengthens, we expect to see a gradual winding back of these incentive levels and in time, a return to
face rental growth.
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Queensland - Office 2022
The office sector has been hit very hard by the
COVID crisis, with the explosion of work from home
arrangements and negative demand across all
markets. This has seen increasing levels of vacancy,
sub-leasing, incentives and flat rental markets. As
the crisis phase of COVID recedes, businesses are
now getting on with life and accepting that living
with COVID is going to be the new norm. It appears
that employees (with strong encouragement from
employers) are drifting back into the office, and
demand for office accommodation will likely improve
over the next 12 months, albeit modestly at first.

Across the principal Brisbane markets, there are numerous
sites with approvals for major new buildings.
There are circa 10 sites within the CBD with
approvals, however two have recently commenced.
The first of these is the Skyscraper Centre at
205 North Quay which is pre-committed to the
Department of Human Services. The second is the

recently commenced building at 360 Queen Street
which is 34 per cent pre-committed to BDO and
Hopgood Ganim. In the fringe markets, there are
also numerous approved sites in the Urban Renewal
area with two under construction.
In the suburban markets, there is minimal new
activity, other than where there are major
new whole building requirements (typically by
government or semi-government bodies).

With the national unemployment rate currently
at its lowest level since August 2008, many
businesses are looking at ways to retain staff and
compete for the best talent in what is a very tight
labour market. This is creating a flight to quality
and experience. Well-located, premium quality
and efficient office buildings that offer high levels
of amenities are sought after, not only from large
national and listed companies, but also SMEs
looking to upgrade. Secondary assets that have
deferred capital upgrades are less sought after and
vacancy rates will remain problematic for these
assets moving forward.
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Brisbane
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The flight to quality has forced a number of B-grade
office buildings to undergo significant CAPEX
and refurbishment programs in order to keep up
with market demands and maintain and increase
occupancy levels.
Construction costs are now becoming one of,
if not the biggest risk the office development
market faces as costs are increasing sharply and
construction delays are becoming commonplace
due to a labour and material shortage.

Across the principal Brisbane markets, there are
numerous sites with approvals for major new
buildings. Large institutions and developers remain
active in the market and are seeking opportunities
to offer new and improved office developments,
however significant pre-leasing commitments are
critical.
360 Queen St, Brisbane

Source: Architectural Renderings – Blight Rayner

The difficulties facing the construction industry
are exemplified by the recent high-profile
collapses of the Probuild and Condev groups.
More collapses are likely due to the environment
of rapid cost increases in materials, a difficult
labour market and endemic supply shortages. In
addition, global issues such as the war in Ukraine
have created oil and fuel prices to skyrocket
globally, whilst domestic inflation levels are at
their highest levels since September 2000. The
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The investment market remains strong for well
leased properties with increasing rates per square
metre due to the tightening of yields over the past
three years, however properties with poor lease
profiles remain very difficult to sell.
In coming years, we see an acceleration of the
flight to quality and there are numerous new
sites available for development when major
requirements are sought. However, the overhang of
vacant accommodation is likely to be a significant
constraint on new development and speculative
development is unlikely. We also foresee significant
ongoing refurbishment of older premises in order
to maintain relevance in the market and backfill
major tenancies.

Acuity Business Park is nearing completion of
Stage 2. This development is the most significant
office project on the Gold Coast in recent times
and on completion will comprise well over 16,000
square metres of office accommodation. The
project will be completed over three stages
(Building 1, leased to Metricon Homes headquarters
under Stage 1 is already completed), with Stage 2
nearing completion comprising two buildings and
including an eco-friendly TAFE campus.
Another development of note is QIC’s new Robina
Town Centre office building project. Incorporating
7000 square metres of A-grade office space, this
development started taking shape in August 2021
and will be a welcome addition to the region.

Moving further north, Lumina, also known as
the Gold Coast Health and Knowledge Precinct,
is beginning to gain a head of steam. Adjoining
the Gold Coast University Hospital and Griffith
University Southport Campus, Lumina is
positioned to be a hub for life sciences, health
and technology related businesses. The precinct
is being facilitated by Economic Development
Queensland and is expected to be a 10-to-15-year
project that on completion will comprise a mix of
intensely developed residential, commercial and
medical uses. Of note is the Proxima building,
which is the first privately developed commercial
building in the precinct and is in the advanced
stages of construction. This seven level A-grade
building has already been pre-sold in a fundthrough deal reportedly valued at circa $80
million, building confidence in the success of the
precinct.
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commencement of an interest rate increase cycle
will likely further contribute to volatility for the
construction industry.

Edward Cox
Associate Director

Gold Coast
The commercial office market on the Gold Coast
has largely been in a holding phase for the past
decade, with refurbishments and repositioning
being the focus of most investors.
It was in January 2010 that the PCA first reported
that the Gold Coast had breached a total supply
of 450,000 square metres, with around 200,000
square metres being added over the previous
decade. Now, some 12 years later, total stock on the
Gold Coast is only marginally higher at 460,000
square metres.
This is set to change, with a new wave of
development underway as the back to work
mindset progresses across the region.
At Robina on the south-central Gold Coast, the

RB+office+render

Source: QIC

Varsity Lakes on the other hand will be seeing a
supply withdrawal in the very near term, with a
3650 square metre office building recently
acquired by Coles for development of a new
neighbourhood supermarket.

Proxima

Source: GCKP

Within Southport’s CBD, a new office building is
being developed at 26 Lawson Street. The building
is due for project completion in August 2022 and

This is set to change, with a new wave of development underway
as the back to work mindset progresses across the region.
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Our expectation is that the supply of new office buildings will moderate once again over the medium
term, as rapidly increasing construction costs begin to bite.

Our expectation is that the supply of new office
buildings will moderate once again over the
medium term, as rapidly increasing construction
costs begin to bite. Unless rental rates continue to
improve to underpin capital value uplift, it is likely
that development margins will be squeezed, putting
the viability of new projects into question. Will this
pave the way for another decade of refurbishment
projects, or will there be pressure for additional
floor space to be brought on-line to cater to the
surging population growth in the region? Only time
will tell.
Ryan Kohler
Director

area of 3,681 square metres and is mostly leased to
Centrelink. It is advertised with a net income of over
$1.3 million and a WALE (by income) of 4.13 years.

◗ 9 Charlie Triggs Crescent which sold in the high
$2 million price range; and

On an unrelated matter, we notice some renewed
activity in residential development sites around
Mackay. A 1.1 hectare site zoned medium density
residential at 21-23 Malcomson Street, North Mackay
recently sold for $800,000 and a 0.84 hectare
site at 6 Jewell Street is under option. This market
has been fairly dormant over the past decade. The
current rising costs of civil and building construction
are now a major challenge for developers.
Greg Williams
Director

9 Charlie Triggs Crescent

Wide Bay
The commercial property market in the Wide Bay
has demonstrated a reasonable level of activity
throughout the first half of 2022. Notable sales
include:

Source: realcommercial.com.au
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will provide seven levels of office floor space, with
basement car parking and communal rooftop bar.
We have been advised that the building is currently
60 per cent pre-leased, with the balance floor
plates currently under negotiation. This project has
successfully targeted full floor occupiers and has
achieved strong rental rates for larger floor plates
in Southport. This is of interest as the Gold Coast
office market has historically been dominated by
small businesses.
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◗ 39 Bourbong Street which sold for circa $1
million.

◗ 10 Takalvan Street (Puma branded lessor’s
interest service station) which sold in the mid $2
million price range at auction;

Mackay
Once again, very little to report in the commercial
office market in Mackay with no new sales and
about 100 tenancies available for lease. Office
leasing activity has been ticking over at a
reasonable pace and rental rates for better quality
office premises are firm.
A major office property at Mount Pleasant which
is known as The Hub has recently been listed for
sale by expression of interest. It has a net lettable

10 Takalvan Street

Source: realcommercial.com.au

The rental market has also demonstrated a
reasonable level of activity for smaller tenancies up
to a total rental value of $40,000 per annum.
10 Takalvan Street

Source: realcommercial.com.au

There are very few proposed new office builds
within the region, however, the medical and allied
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Ben Harnell
Property Valuer

record for Townsville. The sale demonstrates the
following metrics: 7.65 year WALE, 12% vacancy,
analysed yield of 7.48% and an IRR of 7.24%.

Townsville
The mid-year review of our commercial property
market reveals a bullish level of activity throughout
2021 and leading up to June 2022. Notably,
transactions have been underpinned by the
low interest rate environment in conjunction
with once in a lifetime COVID-19 relief packages
including JobSeeker and JobKeeper. We have seen
unprecedented activity from small businesses
seeking property for owner-occupation and
almost near panic-stricken activity from southern
investors seeking higher investment yields than
what is available in the shark tanks of metropolitan
markets. The current investor yield spread is 3.94%
to 8.57%.
Total non-residential property sales were
approximately $450 million from July 2021 to
May 2022 with a large volume being in the sub
$2 million price bracket. Industrial property
sales outperformed the balance of the market by
compositional volume at 73 per cent of recorded
sales. The broader outlook for the remainder of
the year is towards continued activity although we
would anticipate some slowdown, particularly at the
lower end of the investor market and the owneroccupier segment, tempered by the expected
continued uplift in interest rates throughout the
remainder of 2022.
The local CBD office market is a vastly shallower
segment by sale volume although is a major
performer in respect of price point and investor
sentiment. A noticeable sale in March 2021 was the
12 storey Verde office tower located at 445 Flinders
Street which transacted at $92.855 million, a

Verde office tower

Source: realcommercial.com.au

Compositionally, the non-CBD office market
produces a higher number of office sales,
predominantly along commercial strip retail
development underpinned by owner-occupiers and
small scale investors.
Broadly speaking the outlook for the office market
for the remainder of 2022 will be towards continued
consolidation bolstered by strong economic drivers.
Notably business confidence has again corrected
and is now at a five-year high underpinned by major
construction projects, continued development
in the resources sector and the residential
construction explosion. Whilst we do not see a
major absorption in available space or significant
downward movement on the current vacancy rate,
we do predict some tenancy churn with the flight to
quality being the major catalyst.
The hot-desking movement paved the way for
downsizing with reductions in office space being
prevalent in the years preceding COVID-19. The
concept lost its way during the pandemic and office
configurations reverted to single workstations
or higher office ratios (staff per square metre of

lettable area) with work from home opportunities
and staff rotations common. As COVID-19
restrictions ease, office configurations are expected
to change in line with business requirements,
with staff productivity being top of mind for most
professional businesses. There is elevated focus
on staff activation areas, interactional conference
facilities and modern office configurations,
ultimately enhancing the workplace environment.
Other areas that elevate office absorption are the
availability of car parking, access to clients and
proximity to cafes and convenience shopping.
We anticipate that in the short term, landlords
will be offering attractive rental incentives and
fit out contributions to lure long term tenants as
office upgrades of existing buildings far outweigh
redevelopment or construction of new buildings
given the recent cost increases in building materials
and construction labour shortages.
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health sector is most likely to fuel demand for
modern stock.

Jason Searston
Director

Toowoomba
The first half of 2022 continued to see reduced
demand for office space in the Toowoomba area.
Anecdotal reports indicate that the work from home
trend has stabilised and employers are encouraging
their employees to return to the office or adopt
a mix of office and home based arrangements.
This trend is reinforced by a perceived increase in
activity in the Toowoomba CBD.
The new norm may potentially result in a number
of scenarios in the medium term with employers
downsizing existing officespace, not renewing
leases or reverting to a mix of office space and
shared space for collaborative work, meetings,
etc. The current level of demand for housing in
the Toowoomba area suggests there is a trend
of capital city office employees relocating to
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regional centres, including Toowoomba, which
may have a positive effect on office demand in
the medium term.

The Rowes complex
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Ian Douglas
Director

259 Ruthven Street, Toowoomba

Source: realcommercial.com.au

In terms of sale transactions, 21 Russell Street,
Toowoomba sold in the first half of 2022. The
property comprises a 427 square metre site
with a mix of office improvements leased for an
average of $517 per square metre of building
area. The tenant is a local accounting firm with a
remaining lease term of four years. The contract
price of $1.9 million equates to over $6,050 per
square metre of building area and a gross yield
of 7.84%.

COMMERCIAL
- OFFICE

Office construction activity has been very limited
and includes redevelopment of 131 Margaret
Street following destruction of the original
building by fire. The owners relocated their
business into the redeveloped property and have
additional office space advertised for rent. The
Rowes complex on the corner of Russell and
Victoria Streets has been recently refurbished
and redeveloped, providing new office and retail
tenancies. The office space is advertised at
areas of 86 to 225 square metres with onsite
carparking, shared meeting rooms, outdoor areas
and state of the art technology throughout the
building.

leading to a significant difference in sale prices
achieved for vacant versus fully leased properties.

Source: realcommercial.com.au

We also note that refurbishment of the former
Toowoomba Foundry at 259 Ruthven Street on
the outskirts of the Toowoomba CBD has been
completed with approximately 2000 square
metres of architecturally designed A-grade office
space ranging from 204 to 692 square metres
marketed for rent at $300 per square metre. Fit-out
incentives are on offer with 47 on-site carparks and
the site is adjacent to Bunnings.

21 Russell Street, Toowoomba

Source: realcommercial.com.au

Investor demand continues to be very strong with
interest from non-local buyers and properties
generally marketed direct to potential purchasers.
Owner-occupier activity continues to be limited
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South Australia - Office 2022
Additional construction and refurbishment within
the Adelaide CBD will mostly be coming into the
market in 2023 and 2024 after little construction
activity at the beginning of 2022. These
developments have a strong focus on high quality
amenities and end of trip facilities, as office workers
returning to the CBD seek high quality amenities to
lure them back to the office.
As per Property Council of Australia (PCA) data, the
office vacancy factor within the Adelaide CBD has
now dropped to 14.5 per cent, from 15.7 per cent
in the previous year, and is close to the immediate
pre-COVID vacancy level of 14.2 per cent. Office
workers and businesses are continuing their return
to the city with renewed confidence, resulting in the
drop in vacancy rates.
The headline development in Adelaide is the
Adelaide Market Arcade which is slated to begin
in June 2022 with an approximate three-anda-half-year build time. It is reported that the
builder, Multiplex, is hoping to achieve Adelaide’s
greenest office tower, with a six-star green star
rating being desired for the approximately 15,000
square metre, seven storey space. Included within
the mixed-use development is a 37-storey tower
featuring 212 apartments and a 251 room hotel
connected by a rooftop terrace, which will be

situated above the 8000 square metre, two-level
retail space.
60 King William Street is a fifteen-storey office
development with ground floor retail, being
developed by Charter Hall. The development will
comprise 30,000 square meters of office space
along with 3600 square metres of retail. A major
pre-leasing commitment has been struck with
Telstra, which will occupy two floors for a total
of 6,000 square metres on a ten-year lease. The
space is slated to be A-grade with a target for
six-star green star rating and a five-star NABERS
rating. The development is proposed to be finished
in mid 2023.
83 Pirie Street is a mixed use eighteen-storey
tower being developed by CBUS property and is
now nearing completion. As per the developer’s
website, the development will comprise 360
square meters of ground floor retail space, with
the remainder being seventeen storeys of PCA
A-grade rated office space and a rooftop terrace.
In total, the development will comprise 30,000
square metres of lettable area. The development
boasts end of trip facilities including more
than 100 bike racks and lockers, with showers
included. As per the CBUS website, the project
has received a major pre-commitment from the
Department of Transport and Infrastructure

COMMERCIAL
- RETAIL

Adelaide
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Proposed exterior plans for 57 Wyatt Street, Adelaide

Source: Australianpropertyjournal.com.au

(DIT) to lease 18,524 square metres of space on
a ten-year lease.
57 Wyatt Street is a seven-storey office building
being developed by Centuria which is now
under construction with completion slated for
later this year. The development will comprise
some 4600 square metres of A-grade office
space, featuring five-star green star rating and
a five-star NABERS target. As of late last year
the building was already 55 per cent pre-leased,
with commitments from Wallbridge Gilbert
Aztec, an international engineering firm, and
Hindmarsh, a national architectural firm. Having

Overall, construction and refurbishment within the Adelaide CBD has increased from the sluggish
start at the beginning of 2022, A-grade space being constructed is showing strong demand with
commitments from national and international firms before construction has begun.
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Map showing the proposed and commenced developments within the Adelaide CBD

There have been developments which have been
mooted but do not appear to have progressed past
the pre-leasing stage, including 42-56 Franklin
Street, Adelaide of approximately 21,000 square
metres and 200 North Terrace. Both projects may
be victims of the increase in construction costs
since they were mooted and the recent interest
rate rise.

vacancy factor (as per PCA data) than the total
with 10.6 per cent vacancy compared to the total
14.5 per centf.

COMMERCIAL
- OFFICE

pre-commitments from strong national and
international tenants demonstrates the renewed
interest in A-grade office space within the
Adelaide CBD.

Source: plan.sa.gov.au

Chris Winter
Commercial director

Overall, construction and refurbishment within
the Adelaide CBD has increased from the sluggish
start at the beginning of 2022, A-grade space
being constructed is showing strong demand with
commitments from national and international
firms before construction has begun. Office
yields in Adelaide remain higher than in other
capital cities, fuelling interest from interstate and
international investors who are seeking better
returns. A-grade space remains at a far lower
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Western Australia - Office 2022
There remains a visible vacancy factor in Perth’s
traditional office districts, particularly for nonpremium grade accommodation, despite new
tenant demand from emerging companies in the
state’s mining and resources sector being a major
contributing factor to the encouraging statistics
from the latest PCA Office Market Report (Perth’s
CBD total vacancy rate dropped from 16.8 per
cent to 15 per cent in the six months to January
2022 with West Perth recording a total vacancy
rate of 18 per cent, down from 19.1 per cent for the
same period).
The level of occupancy, as opposed to vacancy,
is proving to be a key statistical distinction in the
performance of the office property sector.
Prior to the arrival of the Omicron variant in
Western Australia, companies by and large had
already implemented a work from home policy
or at the very least provided greater flexibility
for employees as to their preferred working
environment.
It is likely the work from home movement is
here to stay, however it’s unlikely to be on a
full-time basis with employees retaining a need
for collaboration, problem-solving and social
interaction in the workplace.
So whilst the need for office space is almost certain
to endure, building owners and landlords will have
to be creative to entice employees back to the
workplace in greater numbers.
Refurbishment of existing space is an obvious

Such space is likely to be designed for the hybrid worker with
a focus on providing space for professional development,
supporting company culture and encouraging social connection.
solution, however it is also a costly exercise.
Many buildings were refurbished on a speculative
basis by Perth CBD landlords even prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic as a way of enticing tenants
during those subdued market conditions. Given
this recent capital expenditure (on a speculative
basis), landlords are perhaps reticent to spend
further on refurbishments until the new normal
around office demand is established in light of
the shift to the hybrid office / work from home
phenomenon brought on by the pandemic.
The performance of the Perth residential
property market has also placed considerable
pressure on the local construction industry.
Labour shortages and construction material
supply chain disruptions have contributed to a
pronounced and rapid escalation in build costs
across all real estate sectors, while also delaying
project timelines.
Nevertheless, refurbished offices are expected to
take on a different appearance than the traditional
blend of partitioned offices and open plan
workstations. Such space is likely to be designed for
the hybrid worker with a focus on providing space
for professional development, supporting company
culture and encouraging social connection.
Features such as increased natural air circulation

are also likely to be high on the agenda in a postpandemic environment.
Bespoke fit-outs for large work forces that adhere
to the entity’s environmental, social and governance
policies are expected to become more prevalent. A
building’s NABERS rating perhaps takes on greater
significance than in previous years.

COMMERCIAL
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Perth
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In general, companies are continuing to take
advantage of the considerable incentives on offer
(either in the form of landlord works contributions
or rental abatements) to relocate to premium and
A-grade accommodation, creating a clear two tier
leasing market.
Of the very limited stock put to market for sale
in the past 12 months, high net worth investors
and local syndicates are active, though often
seeking opportunistic acquisitions of older stock
and embarking on refurbishment programs which
under prevailing market conditions are viewed as
a necessity to compete for prospective tenants,
whilst repositioning the asset in the market place.
Construction of new office space in Perth has
been minimal in recent times. A quick glance
towards Perth’s CBD skyline reveals that a handful
of major projects are underway in Elizabeth
Quay including Brookfield’s One The Esplanade
comprising some 57,000 square metres of
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going to have any chance of sustained recovery,
ongoing COVID-19 variant suppression and
evading further lockdowns is critical over the
course of the year.
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Greg Lamborn
Director

One The Esplanade at Elizabeth Quay

Source: Multiplex

floor space over 29 levels of which 85 per
cent is leased to Chevron for its new corporate
headquarters. Other adjacent projects include a
combination of apartments, short stay and mixeduse accommodation in addition to smaller office
components.
At the western end of the CBD, AAIG’s Capital
Square precinct is also taking shape on the
site of the former Emu Brewery, with Tower 3
which incorporates a full floor co-working space
on Level 2, office accommodation (Levels 3 to
23) and a 144 room hotel from Levels 24 to 35
currently under construction.
In any event, if the Perth office property sector is
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Northern Territory - Office 2022
The vacancy rate for CBD office space in the
Darwin CBD remains one of the highest in the
country, however it should be recognised that
most of this vacancy is in large floor plates in lower
grade buildings and that the vacancy rate in A
grade space is quite low. In fact, any prospective
tenant would have difficulty securing 1000 square
metres of quality office space in the CBD at the
present time.
Such tenants are few and far between however,
with many of them choosing to relocate out of the
CBD into areas such as Berrimah which are closer
to the demographic centre of Darwin and where
parking is less of an issue.
The laws of supply and demand dictate that a lack
of available office space would lead to an increase
in supply to satisfy that demand, however it is just
not economical based on current rents to construct
that new space. We would estimate that an increase
in rents of over 30 per cent would be needed to
make such a development economically viable. This
is without the challenge that developers are facing
on increasing construction costs.

hoped that bringing this campus into the CBD will
create a more vibrant CBD, as it has in other cities.
We also note the recent decision of the
Development Consent Authority to approve a
substantial redevelopment of Palm Court at 8
Cavenagh Street in the CBD. This approval is for
a 13-level building with ground floor commercial,
upper-level offices and two residential penthouses.
It will also incorporate vertical landscaping, being a
hanging garden over the edge of the building. If this
design eventuates, it can only be hoped that the
rate of growth is much quicker than on the shade
structure which stretches over Cavenagh street
adjacent to this site.

COMMERCIAL
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Darwin
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Terry Roth
Director

As a result, the only construction currently
underway in the CBD is the new Charles Darwin
University complex adjacent to the GPO. It is to be

The laws of supply and demand dictate that a lack of available office space would lead to an
increase in supply to satisfy that demand, however it is just not economical based on current
rents to construct that new space.
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Capital City Property Market Indicators – Office
Factor
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East Coast & Country New South Wales Property Market Indicators – Office
Factor
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Victorian and Tasmanian Property Market Indicators – Office
Factor
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Queensland Property Market Indicators – Office
Factor
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SA, NT and WA Property Market Indicators – Office
Factor
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Local expertise.
National strength.
Trusted solutions.
Herron Todd White is Australia’s
leading independent property
valuation and advisory group. For
more than 50 years, we’ve helped our
customers make the most of their
property assets by providing sound
valuations and insightful analytical
advice.
With offices in every capital city,
most regional centres and right
across rural Australia, we are where
you are. Our valuers work in the
property market every day, providing
professional services for all classes
of property including commercial,
industrial, retail, rural and residential.
Herron Todd White is Australian
owned and operated. With directors
who are owners in the business,
our team has a personal stake in
providing you with the best service
possible.
Liability limited by a scheme
approved under Professional
Standards Legislation.
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